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Abstract:

The spinel solid solutions 2nCr2ltAi2.2xS4 have been studied by neutron
diffraction expnmentsXhey show a helimagnetic phase in the concentration
range : 0.&5 < x < 1 • The helix angle decreases as x is decreased In this paper,the
three first exchange integrals and their evolution with x are obtained - The
disappearance of the long range order ts shown to be due to the large decrease
of the ferromagnetic in-plane interaction The results are extended to obtain the
fourth exchange integral.

Introduction :

The ZnCr2S^ compound has a normal spinel structure with lattice
parameters : a = 9.965 A° and u = 0.3&5 [ 11 Below TN = I5,5°K [2], the chromium

ions order antiferromagneticaliy resulting in a helical ordering of the spins in
the kj [0.79,0,01 direction At low temperatures, two modulaled structures
k2 [ 1/2,1/2,0] and k̂  [1,1/2,0] are superimposed to the helimagnetic one, in
contrast with ZnCr2Se4 compound [3], which remains a pure helimagnetic at low

temperatures.
In order to understand the magnetic ordering in ZnCr2S4j a neutron diffraction
study has been investigated in a monocristal and many powdered samples with
different thermal treatments The measurements have been also extended to the
weakly diluted ZnCr2xAl2,2xS4 compounds which show the long range order
until s; = 0 85. The experimental procedures and the cristaltographic structure
had been described in [2J.
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The experimental results in [ll and (21 are extended to obtain the
exchange integrals in this present work.

Experimental results :

Susceptibility measurements have shown tha t the whole
ZnCr,xAl2_2jrS4 series follow the Curie-Weiss law a t high temperatures ,

JT1 =(T-8P)/C (fig 1)

The values of the Curie-Weiss tempera ture S p ^ e Curie constant C and the

Neel temperature TN obtained in [2] are summerized in the table 1. In the last

column, we have pu t the helix angle : 4> which have been deduced from the

position of the magnetic sattelite peak of the neutron diffraction pattern

X

1,00
0,90
O.BS

8p CK)

18
12
W

C/spin

1.70
1,82
1.86

TN TO

15.0
14.5
14,0

^(degree)

71
68
64

Table 1: Variation with x of the values of epC ,TJJ and the helix angle f

Computation of the values of the exchange integrals :

In this section, our results are based on the usual Heisenberg theoretical
model:

where ]j. is the exchange integral between the spins situated in i and j
sites. We call j ij2 and J3 respectively the superexchanges between the first
.second and third nearest neighbors (BBl,BB2(orBB'3)in fig.2). These integrals
had been noted respectively Wo,W i and W2 by Baltzer and al. [4]

Here,we will extend the expression of the matrix elements Jij(k) in [2] to
include the nonvanishing exchange integral J4<BB4 in fig.2 ).Hence,for k«lO,ky,kzl
,we obtain:
Jll - J22 - 133 = J44 = +13 (cos * T + cos idtt * cos i*y cos 1*1)

Il2 = J21 = J34 = J43 = 2Ji cos 4J2 cos (—!-) cos * ,

1 ^ ) COSi*

+4J1 cosifa cos(^L)

(2)

The largest eigenvalue of the matrix Jij(k) is :

*v (0, kT ,k r )=j u + 1/2 { j n t J23 •i(Ji
For dilute compounds,we adopt a distribution f onction of bonds HJP where

m=l,2,3or4 indexes the interaction between rnth neighbors sites n and p.The
probability distribution is:
P ( j $ ) = x 6( * n - l)[x 6{ j n p - j m ) * (1-x) 6fjnp)] ( 4 )

n is considered as the central B site. When ff
n= 1 there is an interaction of type Jffi

whenever the p site is occupied by an anion Bm When °n=u the central site is
unoccupied so there is no contribution.

The new matrix elements are derived by averaging the olds over all
randomness configurations:

m

The results are:

-^- = Ki(x) = 210

2310 x«+462 x?

- 1386 x'2 + 3850 x » - 5775 x 1 0 • 4950 2? -



hz = -56 + 3 1 5 - 720 840
hz hj h4 hz
-504x7+126 x6 <6>
The K l(x) and K2(x) factors are represented in fig.6 for Q< x < 1.

For the weakly diluted systems (0.85£ X £ 1 ) in which we are interested in the
present study,we have:

This indicate that for this syst*ms,every exchange integral is multiplied
by x2 which is the occupation probability of the two sites induced in the
interaction Because for a weak dilution,the Cr ions are not well dispersed in the
lattice sites so the probability of presence of each Cr ion does not depend on the
probability of presence of the other .But in the strongly dilute compounds, we can
not have many neighboring Cr ions and the probability of presence of each bond
is less than x2

The equation (3) remains available with the average eigenvalue A and the

matrix elements IJJ(K).

First,we will consider the Ĵ =0 case because of the simplicity of the
expressions and their interpretation in this case. For ky=O,the minimisation of

the expression (3) with respect to fcz: 37—[ = U gives:

cos* = 4 ^

where § = — ^ is the helix angle

(7)

Jat, = 2KjJ[ + 4K1J2 is the interaction between neighboring planes (fig.3)

Jac = 4K1J2 + 8K2J3 is the interaction between second neighbors planes,We
will also consider below,the in- plane interaction:

lm = 2K ]J1 + 4K2J3
These equations could be seen in the expression of the eigenvalue

expression of the helimagnetic mode:

X Jaa + Jabcos 4> + J^cos 2<fr (0)

The three exprimental data : <f, 8p and TN for each value of x, permit the

determination of the exchange integrals from (7) and the equations (9)and (10):

The results are reported in Table 2.

(to)

X

1.00
0.90
0.65

K
6-60

i \ \

5-79

552

J

2

2
1

t

20

17

93

h

-1.10
-0 79

0.00

K
7.62

631

5.5a

055
0.20

-0-55

6.60

5.44

4.35

6.60

4.16
1.2 1

I.

0.00
1.92
5-56

I.

0.00
-1.26
-317

1.00
0.67
057

Values of the first three exchange integrals i\, h a n ( l h X^e interactions

between different planes : J ^ , Jab and J^ and the energies of the three
magnetic structures (in*K) of ZnCr2xAl2.2xS4.

The pure compound is of particular interest. In a normal spinel
structure,the helical magnetic order results from the interactions competition
this competition is of two types:



tf^a.KjiHp

^ given by (S).The

in the

i) 1^20 and JttS0. which corresponds to the eigenvalue

corresponding eigenvector of the matrix J^kJ.is

magnetization set of the 4 sublattices B.(see fig3)

ii) J^SO and J^SO which corresponds to the eigenvalue X,̂  given in (3) by the
'-' signe But the eigenvector is always ( l ^ e ^ e 1 ^ )

The ZnC^S^ system have the particularity to present the two behaviors in
the same time because the equality is rigourous: Jab^Jac" 0 So the (001) planes
are no longer magetically coupled.The calculation shows that the eigenvector^
this case, is a linear combinaison of the (1,1,0,0) and (0,0,1,1) vectors which
means that the neigboring planes magnetizations do not make a specific angle

but have random relative directions This is why the energies At^A^., of the

helimagnetic arrangements and Ap of the ferromagnetic mode are equals (the
situation described above have as limiting case one of these three modes). The
table 2 shows also that the energies values are close to each other, this could be
the cause of the coexistence of the three structures at low temperature [2]

We can see a weak, decrease of the first exchange integrals Jjwith
decreasing x. The x=0.S5 sample has the values J2 =0 and J3 <0.So when
x<O.65,f-he long range order would be unstable.

In figure5,we have represented the evolution of different interactions
between (001) planes in the considered concentration range The intraplan
ferromagnetic interaction which is strong enough in the pure compound
decreases quickly with x The ferromagnetic interaction }
neighboring planes increases more than the antiferromagnetic one

next neighbors this is shown by the weak diminution of the

between

, between

ratio

reflecting the decrease of the helix angle in the ordered phase.
It is known from [7] that the helimagnetic long range ordering disappears

when we exceed the critical concentration Xc = 0.85 We conclude that the spin
glass phase which is caused by the perturbation of the long range order is due
mainly to the strong diminution of the ferromagnetic ordering established in
each plane (iOO) which results in the frustration of the system

The average energies of the three structures H(kl),Mi(k2) and

decreases with x . This is in agreement with the destabilisation of

these structures by dilution

The S4* 0 case

The equation 0 gives in this case:
• z V k o

cos • =1/(6J4) {-(12 * 2J3) • I(J2 * 2J3)2 - 3]4(Ji + 2J2 - 2J4)I1/2J
(12)

This expression is mathematical different from the expression (7). It is
also given by Lotgering in [9!

The coexistence at low temperature of three modes gives us a fourth
relation:

X(0J0J0.79)=X{0J0.5J0.5) (13)
From (9),( 10),( 12) and (13) we get the values of Table 4 Here,

L = 2Y^h + 4K2J3 + 4KjJ4 Tab = 2KJ! + 4 ^ + 8KJ4 and

Ic

1.00
0.90

0.85

1
1
1

.67
5S
51

-0.76
-0.49
-0.36

0.29
0.06
-0.10

0 !4
0.02
006

545
2.66
2.06

1
2
2

93
03
•33

-0.
-1.
74
10

69

6.16 6.20 591
4.29 4 61 336
3-91 3 91 3-66

Table4 Values of the exchange integrals Cin °K)between spins and planes in the
case J4 * O

The variation of all quantities has the same behavior However .the
interpretation of the magnetic structure is not as evident as for the precedent

7 '



cow bwauws of the complexity of the equations.We think that the results

obtained for the pure ZnCr2S4 could improve the results for the phase diagram
given in [10].

Discussion :

In diluted ZnQ'2XAL2_2xs4 compound, we have used an effective
distribution of interactions between chromium ions on the B sites of the spinel
lattice. This is in order to be able to conserve the mathematical equations wich
are trues for a pur spinel lattice. Hence the J(x) are only effective interactions
which permit only to see the effect of the dilution on the magnetic ordering
established in the lattice.

For the sake of simplicity,We have discussed only the evolution of the
helical structure but not the modulated ones ; the structure is purely
helimagnetic only in the temperatures between 12°K and 15 5°K. For the diluted
samples , as x decreases.the B sites become more and more occupied by Al
ions,so a magnetic pathway as Cr-S-Al-S-Cr could affect essentially the value of
distant superexchanges (J2J3 and J4) wheareas J1 may be alfected by a slight
variation of the distance dcr-cr between neighboring chromium ions as x
varies The lattice parameters had effectively been shown to vary with x [1]

The diminution of the helix angle is due to the fact that the ferromagnetic
interaction between neighbouring planes Jab has a quicker decrease than the
antiferromagnetic Jac between second neighbouring planes. The spin glass phase
appearence is essentially due to the strong adulteration of the ferromagnetic
interactions in the same plane/The ferromagnetic ordering which is established
in each (001) plane is very quickly destroyed with doping)

The value of the exchange integral J j between the nearest neighbours is
confirmed by electronic paramagnetic resonnance measurements EPR. at 3006K
(J 1*1.7510 [Ml

However, the Ji value is very small when compared with what would be
expected in regarding the ZnCr2Se^ compround where J i = i I°K [3], In parallel,
we know that the systems CdCr2S^ and CdCr2Se^ have nearest values of

Jl(respectively 12*Kand 13°K) Nl
We also note that field saturation in ZnCr2S^[ 121 is greater than in the

Selenium compound This proves once again the peculiarity of the Sulphur
compound in the chromium spinel family and the complexity of the study of

this system. This shows the importance of the study of the mixed compound
ZnCr2S4xSe4(1_x).

Another question is imposed : the super exchange ][ : Cr -S-Cr does not

introduce directly the Cd and Zn ions in ZnCr2S4 or CdCr2S4, why is there a
great variation of j j (from 2°K to 12*K)? In order to try to find the response at

this question we have tried to study the exchange integrals, in parallel, the
Znj x CdjjCrjŜ j and Zn|_xCdxCr2Se4 systems, we note that these compounds

had been studied in many experiments by many authors. For example in [Hi
,(151 and
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Figure capt ions

Fig. 1 : Inverse susceptibility x" W temperature for 0.65 <

Fig.2 Different neighbours of the magnetic ion : B in the spinel lattice

Fig.3 ; Helical magnetic structure in the (100) direction ;

Each arrow in the a,b,c, b1 and c planes represent the spin resultant© in this
plane

Fig.4 : Evolution vs.x of the different interactions : Intraplane ] a a and
interplane : Jab and Jac

Fig.5 Evolution vsx of the ratio - j a c / j a b of ferromagnetic and

antiferromagn^tic interactions betwen planes.

Fig.6: Comparison of of the factors Kite) and K2(x) variation wih the fonctiomtf
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